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Abstract. We present an approach to fairness in the style of the theory of o-regularity. Several 
concepts of fairness are research& and compared within the classical language theory of words 
of infinite length. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we present an attempt to attack the phenomenon of fairness in a 
framework of formal language and automata theory. Therefore, we will not introduce 
a new adjusted fairness concept but will deal with the known fairness phenomenon 
from problems of distributed asynchronous or nondeterministic systems. The concept 
of fairness has attracted much attention in recent years in studies of the behavior 
of nondeterministic or concurrent systems or programs. Fairness and several closely 
related concepts have been introduced, such as starvation-freeness, justice, weak-, 
strong- and extreme-fairness, S-T-P-fairness, fair termination, etc. The common idea 
is that any component of some system that is enabled sufficiently often must 
eventually be activated. 
Unfortunately, as most research on fairness and its relatives is done in quite 
different specific models, it becomes difficult to distinguish between results about 
fairness itself and about the underlying model. Some work has been done inside 
Petri-net theory. For instance, Best [3] presented a hierarchy of n-fairness that 
collapses in simple nets. Fairness has also been studied in CCS (see [ 161) and 
CCS-like calculi, see, e.g., [6], wh-t: a calcuhs is presented for exactly the fair 
expressions in a CCS-like language, or [7] with an a&tract model of fair computa- 
tions. Most work on fairness has been done in programming languages, see, e.g., 
[ 1, 8, 10, 12, 151, where fairness is also connected with temporal logic. A quite 
general approach was done by Queille and Sifakis [22], where fairness is studied 
in T-systems. In the style of our following approach a first result, namely that 
o-regular languages are closed under fair merge, can be found in Park [ 181. A book 
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on fairness by Francez [ 111 has recently been published. It presents a very good 
introduction into the problems connected with fairness and treats fairness with 
respect o programming. 
As fairness is inherently noncontinuous and has many connections to probability 
theory and temporal logic, a treatment within the framework of classical automata 
and formal language theory seems not to be too promising. However, we will show 
that fairness can be embedded into these classical theories very smoothly with many 
quite general results. An introduction into our approach with many detailed proofs 
is presented here. We use multigraphs or automata as a basic model where we can 
distinguish between actions (transitions, arcs) and their names. Also we restrict our 
research in this paper on finite structures, i.e., the regular case is studied. Our main 
purpose is to get deeper insight in these fairness phenomena without sticking too 
close to a specific model (such as some concurrent language). However, such general 
results should later lead to conclusions for applied computer science. 
A first version of this paper without any proof was presented at STACS 87 [21]. 
2. Basic definitions 
We frequently use standard mathematical abbreviations. For instance, 
Vx(p[x)): . . . reads: for all x with the property p(x) it holds. =. ; 3x: - . . reads: 
there exists an x s.t. . . . . 
For any set A the cardinality of A is denoted IAI. The powerset of A is written 
as 2A. R iS the set of all positive, I!&-, the set of nonnegative integers. For set inclusion 
we use c, and c for proper set inclusion. 
For an alphabet C let C* (Y respectively) denote the set of all finite (infinite j 
sequences or words over C (Z* is the free monoid). The empty sequence is denoted 
A, c+:= C* -{A}. For an alphabet C and E & C let & := C u {E}. 1 WI denotes the 
lengthofawordw,soifw=x,...x,E~*(xiE~foriE{i,...,n}),Iwl:=nandif 
w E Y, we ict. I WI := o where o > n for all n E N. The empty sequence has length 0. 
We identify words w E C* with sequences of letters of C. w(i) is the ith element 
of the sequence w if I WI 2 i, and remains undefined otherwise. With w[ i] we denote 
the prefix of length i, so we let w[ i] := w( 1) . . . w(i) if I WI 2 i and w[ i] := w otherwise. 
The set of arbitrary long sequences is C” := C* UC”. For UEC* and wECm the 
concatenation v 0 w (usually written as VW if no confusion will arise) is defined as 
the word u that is uniquely determined by u(i) = v(i) for is 1111 and otherwise 
u(i) = w(i - ;&I). FGr V E Zw &Id 3V E Z” 
An o-language 
, w1 xmains undefined. 
(m-language , *-language respectively) is a subset of C” (Zcr), Z*). 
In the sequel we will use the word language to denote a *-language, o-language or 
m-language. 
For 0 E z*, v(” denotes the string u E E”, where, for ali i s I VI and for all I: E No, 
u(nlVl+i)= v(i). Let (Wj)iEf$J be a sequence of finite words on C. e write 8.4 =
w, . . . w, . . . for the uniquely determined word u E Y’ determined by the equation 
‘[Cy=, Iwill = u[Cyi: 1 Wil] O W,, that is, the successive concatenation of the words wi. 
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On 2” we define a partial order s by setting u s w iff there exists an i E N s.t. 
V = w[ i]. We will write v < w if v s w and v # w. If v s w (v < w), v is a (proper) 
prefix of w. The set of all prefixes of a word w is abbreviated as Pref( w), i.e., 
Pref( w) := {U E C* 1 u s w}. For a sequence (w&, of words in C* with the property 
wi c wi+i we define w := limi+oo wi to be the word w EC” s.t. WE N: wi < w. For 
v, w E C” we say v is a subword of w (v c w for short) iff 3u E C* s.t. uv s w. If a 
subword occurs infinitely often, i.e., if 3J c N 111= w s.t. Vj E J: w[ j]v < w, then we 
will write v co w. If 1 VI = 1, we sometimes write v E w( v E w w) instead of v c w 
(v cow). 
For any language M over C we define the following sets: 
(1) Oref(M):=lJwEM Pref( w), the prejx language of M. By the way, note that 
Pref( M) is always a * -language, i.e., a language in the classical sense. 
(2) The set a is called the closure or o-closure of A4 and is defined as 
fi := {W t C” I3(wi)iEN: W: wi E M and wi < wi+l and w =lim wi}. 
i-b00 
(3) Further the adherence of M is adh( M) := Pref(M). 
(4) Additionally, for any *-language M the &$nite iteration is defined as 
M” := {WE C” 13(Wi)i~t$,J: wi E (M -{A})’ and wi < wi+l and w = lim Wi} 
i-9& 
for M g (0, {A}} and 0” := {A}” := {A). Also we let Moo:= M” v M”. 
3. Automata 
Within t.his section we will introduce our model of computation, the m ultigraph, 
which is similar to notions like ‘automaton’ or ‘transition-system’. 
Definition 3.1. A finite multigraph G is a 3-tuple G = ( V, E, p) of finite sets V (of 
vertices), E (of edges), and a mapping p : E + V x V. If p(e) = (v, v2), we say that 
e is an edge from vertex v1 to v2. 
A path p in G is a finite or infinite sequence (ei)iE 1 of edges ei E E s.t. p( ei) = 
(vi, vi+,), p(ei+l)=(v:+,, v:+~) implies that vi+, = v:+~ Vi, i+l E I, where Z =N or 
I = {i 116 i s k} for some k G N. We thus regard a path as a word p E Em. 
We use the standard technical terms of graphs. As I_L (e,) = p( e,) for e, f e2 may 
hold, we allow multiple arcs between vertices. 
itio An cutomaton A is a 6-tupie A = (S, 2, E, p, @, sA) of finite seas S 
(of states), (of actions), and E of edges s.t. (S, E, p) is a multigraph with a 
weight-function CD : E + 2YF and an initial state sA E 
n E-edge (i.e., an edge e with (c)=E) will b apped onto the empty word 
A by @“. Therefore, we extend @ TV the fine homomorphism @ : E’=@+ 2: as usua! 
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@@):=A and @(e&:=@(e)@(p) for eE E and PEE”. 
From this we derive the homomorphism @” : Em+ 6” by setting G”(e) := @(e) if 
@(e) E C and G”(e) := h if G(e) = E. 
In the sequel the initial state of an automaton A will always be denoted s& 
In contrast o the classical theory of automata we make a clear distinction between 
edges e E E and their names G(e) E & Furthermore, it is sometimes important to 
be able to talk about E-edges in a different manner than about h. That is possible 
in this model because of the use of two morphisms Qi and a”. 
Infinite automata (with an infinite set of states) are a very general model, able to 
describe T-Systems, Petri-nets, communicating systems of Hoare [14] and Milner’s 
CCS [16] (in part, if one does not want to use the recursion operator to get 
dynamically growing automata). Parallel activities are easily described in this model 
in the standard manner using a diamond construction as the ‘process’ of a parallel 
system is such an infinite automaton. 
Our main restriction is that we will deal only with finite automata in this paper. 
Thus we try to develop the regular part of a theory of fairness here. 
ition 3.3. Let A = (S, 2, E, p, CD, sq) be an automaton. A path p in A is a path 
e ir~s_%ded mu!tigrsph. !_et p - (&cN E E” be an infinite path, p’= (e&,,,Sn 
be a finite path, with p( e:) = ( si, si+l) We say 
p’ starts from so, passes Si (i E (0, . . . , n + 1) j and z-ids in s,,,; 
pf is jkal iff Ve E E: p’e is no path in A; 
p’ is a subpath of p iff p’ is a subword of p; we use the notations for words also 
for paths; 
p passes a state s E S infinitely often iff 
~JGN: IJI=o s.t. VjE J: 3~j~ S: p(ei)=(sj, s). 
The injnity set of p is the set 
Sw( p) I= {s E S ip passes s infinitely often}. 
Analogously, we define 
b’(i;).={ee Ele ~,p}. 
We will need t ese preliminary definitions of cc-languages and multigraphs to 
define fairness, as the y ‘fairness’ will state t at ‘some actio at may be 
finitely often’. T is general i&a will be ma 
multigraphs now. 
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.I. Let = (S, 2, E, p, a, sA) be an automaton, e E E and p E: E” be an 
infinite path. The path p is called: 
- edge-fair (ef) iff 
Vse S”(p): VeE E: (WE S: p(e) = (s, s’)*e E,P); 
- patr”t-fair (pf) iff 
VsES*(p): Vpaths pot E+: (p. starts from s+po~p); 
- letter-fair (If) iff 
VSE S”(p): VeE E: (WE S: e=(s, s’)*@(e) E, Q(p)); 
- word-fair (wf) iff 
VSE S”(p): Vpathsp,E E+: ( p. starts from s* @( po) E Q(p)). 
Further, every final path p is called x-fair for every x E {edge, path, letter, word}. 
In constrast o edge- and letter-fairness it suffices to state p. c p (@( po) c G(p)) 
for path- and word-fairness as this imp!ies the sw relation obviously. Notice that 
61 the definition of If and wf paths we da not use the mapping GA, as we wish 
E-edges to be treated fair as well. 
.2. Let A = (S, 2, E, p, @, sA) be an automaton. The languages induced 
by A are defined as follows: 
L(A) := {w E c* 13~ E E * a final path starting in sA s.t. w = @(p)), 
Lxf(A) := {w E 2” 13path p E E” x-fair, starting in sA s.t. w = G”(p)}, 
where xf denotes one of the fairness notions from above. 
For s, t E S, let 
L,,(A) := {w E C* I3p path from s to t: w = G’(p)}. 
For FE S, let 
L”(A, F) := {w E 2” I3path p E E” starting in sA, 
F n Sw( p) Z fl s.t. w = G”(p)}, 
L”(A, F):= L”‘(A, F)w L(A). 
For “E {edge- fair, path-fair, word-fair) we to be the set 
of all languages re exists an automaton A wit ). Recg is the 
set of all languages A4 s.t. there exists an A and F s.t. A4 = L”(A, F). 
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Usually, the recognizable languages are those accepted by automata with final. 
states. We do not need these because any automaton with E-edges only needs to 
have one single final state, and this state may be chosen to be a sink state. This is 
not true for o-regular languages, where final states are requised. owever, we will 
be able to prove our main theorem (Ret and Rat coincide for some fairness 
conceptions; see Theorem 7.6) without any need for final states. 
To get an idea of the fair languages of an automaton let us have a look at some 
very simple examples. 
es. For the automata of Fig. 1 holds that: 
= Llf(A,) = # LPf(Al)u Lwf(A,) 
ti Lpf( u Lwf( A,). In (ab)” 
is used! 
= (a + b)* OE (0, 
= (a + OE (0, (a b)*a is properly in the 
letter-fair well as in the word-fair as these also include 
a path s1 to s1 instead that to 
a 
b b b 
Fig. I. 
A4 (see Fig. 2) clearly shows the differences between edge- or letter-fairness on 
the one hand and path- or word-fairness on the other hand. The ‘deterministic’ 
process (cxM)” is a word in L”(A,) and L”{ A,:! h:t r .J~ *P LPf(A4) or Lwf(A4)! 
Thus path- and word-fairness force a certain randomness isi the behavior. 
pf and wf are closely related to P-fairness of Queille and Sifakis [22] and m-fairness 
of Best [3], whereas ef and If are related to strong fairness (of several authors) and 
to S- and T-fairness of Queille and Sifakis. In fact, T-fairness in finite models is 
our edge-fairness. 
A5 is quite interesting: Note t 
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Fig. 2. 
.3* Let xf E {ef, lf, pf, wfj ad A be ml autorfiators, 
(i) L@(A) cz Lwf(A) n Lef(A); 
(ii) Lef(A) c L”‘(A); 
xf (iii) RecE G Recr . 
(i) and (ii) are obvious. 
(iii) Let A4 E Recr be any recognizable *-language. There exists a trim E-free 
automaton A = (S, 25, E, p, @, sA), a set F s S.Q. 
path p from sA t9 5 
from the initial state to 
e transform A into some 
automaton A’ with a new sink state sf ional states by the following 
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method: For every state s E S choose some paths qs leading from s to some final 
state S;E E For lssl= n choose n new auxiliary states (s, l), . . . , (s, n) md connect 
them as follows by: 
- an edge e. with p(eo) = (s, (s, 1)) and @(eo) = E; 
- edges e: with g(ei) = ((s9 i), (s, i+ 1)) and @(ei) = @(qs)(i) for 1 G is n; 
- an edge e, with p(e,,) = (( s, 4, SF) and @@,A = @(4(n); 
- for n = 0 connect s directly with sf with an E-edge. 
Define 
. &I’:= {w E z* I3path p in A’ from sA to sf s.t. w = a”(p)}. 
Obviously. M’ = M. 
It suffices to prove that M’ = L”‘(A’) for xf E {If, ef, wf, pf}. Therefore, it suffices 
to prove that any xf path in A’ must eventually lead to sf, However, this is obvious 
as from any state of A an E-edge leaves. Thus, any xf-path has to use such an 
E-edge eventually. Once an E-edge is used, 1~ only leads to sf by the above con- 
structitin. q 
It should be notect hat, for word-, edge- or path-fairness, a much more simple 
automaton A‘ may be constructed. However, the above proof holds for all fairness 
concepts. This method of introducing finite paths withut connections to the original 
graph beside its two endpoints will be used quite frequently. 
The proof of the previous lemma shows why we introduce E-edges and a diEerent 
symbol for the empty word. E is regarded as a usual letter in the definition of fair 
paths, but becomes mapped onto h through @“. We need this ability to name an 
edge e with G”(e) = h if we want moves of the automata to be ignored in terms of 
the induced language. In contrast to path- and edge-fairness, where E-edges are not 
necessary, these edges are important if one deals with word- or letter-fairness; 
otherwise, e.g., {a}* could not be a word-fair language! With a standard trick one 
may eliminate the E-edges in the above construction without changing the path- or 
edge-fair languages. 
The concept of fair words in the regular case has one striking property, which 
leads to the following normal forms for fair languages. There is a strong relation 
between finite paths and final states on the one hand and infinite fair paths and 
certain subautomata (tailed final) cm the other. Consider the following example. 
3). For the automata of Fig. 3 it holds that 
+ Q{Q, b}*aL”( 3) + a(a, b}*bL”( A4) 
= b + a{a, b}*aa 
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aYb 
A27A4 > 
a 
A3 > 
a 
(d 
Fig. 3. 
Bllt, 
L”(A) = b + a(a, b}*Ltf(A2)+ a(a, b}*aL’f(A3) + a(a, b}*bL”(AJ; 
L”‘(A) = b+ a{a, b}*LwT(Az) + a{a, b]*aL”‘( 3) + a(a, b}*bLwf( 
as a If- or wf-path may stay in A2 forever. 
Note that there is a trivial representation of L“(A,) as aw, whereas there is nothing 
known about Lvqf(A,) yet. (This is treated in Sections 6 and 7). Nevertheless, this 
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example shows that all infinit e xf paths end in particular strongly connected 
subautomata. Therefore, it is important to inquire these special strongly connected 
components, which may vary for the various notations of fairness as ef, If and wf. 
Because an infinite xf path does not leave a certain subautomaton (if we consider 
the underlying hyperstructure:, we will call these subautomata edge-, path-, letter- 
and word-final. Furthermore, we regard a sink state as a trivial final subautomaton 
consisting only of this state and no arcs. This leads to the following definition. 
efinition 5.1. Let A = (S, 2, E, pb @, sA) be an automaton and xf E {ef, lf, wf, pf). 
For x E {edge, path, letter, word), an x-find subautomaton of A is a subautomaton 
A’= (S’, 2, E’, p’, W, sAv) s.t. $ = pIAr, @’ = @IA* and 
(;) (jinite case) 
S’ = {sd ( sf sink state in A), E’ = @, sA’ = sf 
(such subautomata will be called trivial), OR 
(ii) (infinite case) 3p: pxf p.lth in A, IpI = m s.t. 
S’= S”(p), s,@ E s’, E’= E”(p) and @“(p)~iZ”. 
De!kx: FinXf (A) := (A’1 A’ x-final subautomaton of A}. 
Note that in the definition above G”(p) is an infinite word. For an algebraical 
treatment of path- and word-fairness it is necessary to avoid that a path- or word-final 
subautomaton consists only of E-edges, as shown in Fig. 4. 
hn Fig. 4 an infinite path- or word-fair path generates a finite fair word. Without 
loss of generality, we substitute these subautomata by an E-edge leading to a sink 
state, which leads to the automata of Fig. 5. 
Thus, in every nontrivial path- or word-final subautomaton there exists an edge 
r? s.t. G(e) # E. 
a n a 
Fig. 4. 
a 
a 
Fig. 5. 
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It is not hard to see that the set of all edge-final subautomata of a given automaton 
A is identical to the set of all path-final subautomata. This is not true for aii other 
combinations of our fairness definitions. Therefore, we denote edge- and path-final 
subautomata generally as $nal. The following corollary gives another representation 
r final and word-final subautomata of an automaton A where the specific ~-loops 
are substituted in a manner as discussed a&e. 
CorsPlaq 5.2. A nontrivial subautomaton A f= (sf, 2, 6. p/A,, @lAf, sf)) of a tim 
automaton A = (S, 2, E, p, @, sA) is 
(1) final i$ 
(i) Af is trim, i.e., Vs E SF: 3p, q paths in Af: 
p leads from sf and s, q leads from s to sf 
(ii) Vp E E*: Ws,, s2 E S: 
path p leads from s1 to s2 and s1 E & * s2 E S, ; 
(2) word-final i$ 
(i) holds 
(ii’) Vp E E *: Vs, , s2 E S: 
pathp leadsfrom s, to s2 and s, E Sr + 3path q E ET: G(q) = @[p). 
Proof. (=+): (1): Let A be a path-final subautomaton of A. If Ar consists of a single 
final state, conditions (i) and (ii) are valid. If there exists a path-fair path p: [ pi = 
o s.t. SF= S”(p) and EF= E”(p), then from S,= S”(p), we get condition (i). The 
fairness assumption for p forces that every reachable (from a state of S,) state s E S 
must be reached infinitely often s.t. condition (ii) holds. 
(2): Let A be a word-final subautomaton of A s.t. there exists a word-fair path 
p: lpl= 00 s.t. &= S”(p) and &= E”(p). (i) is proved analogously to (1). In contrast 
to (1), the word-fairness assumption for p does not force a path to be taken infinitely 
often. It forces only that #(q)9 for a path q that could be chosen infinitely often, 
occurs infinitely often in G(p), which implies condition (ii’). 
(+): (1): Let Af b c as described by conditions (i) and (ii). Construct a path-fair 
path p in A with Af = (S”(p), 2, S”(p), $, @‘, sf) as f4ows: As A is trim we get 
2~‘: p’ path from s to sf- Let p,,jt j = 1, . . . , ,,, j be the paths of length n in Af starting 
from sf. From condition (i) it follows that VP,,~ 3q;;,j: Tn,jqn,j is a path from sf to 
Sf* Thee, define 
P ‘= P1,14l,lP1,241,2 l 9 l P2,1q2,1P2,2q2,2 * - l P2,jzq2,.iz . . . ) 
an infinite path in Af with S”(p) = ST and E”(p) = &. ASS 
in Afe Then, 3s E S,-= ath from 3 to some. state t E .t. does not occur 
i~~~it~ly often in condition (ii), it 
aFvf s.t. $$J is a pat nce $‘q occurF; :L&*IB**D’c ~++-; ply often in p. So q occurs 
infinitely often in p_ ‘Thus, p is a path-fair path in A !vhich does noi leave Af- 
(2): Shnalogc .isly, G 
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.3. Let A= (S, Z, E, I_C, @, sA) be an automaton. Then 
(i, LeF(A) = z Ls,,,(A)Lef(A,), 
A, E Fin,f( A 1 
(ii) Llf(A) = c L,,JA)L’r(A,), 
A,E Fiqf(A) 
(iii) Lpf( A) = c L$JA)LP’-V,), 
A,E Fin,& A 1 
(iv) Lwf( A) = C Ls,,,(A)LWf(A,) 
A,ECI,~(A) 
where the A, are subautomata with an initial state t. 
(i) (t ): Let w E Lef( A); then 3~: p ef-path s.t. w = Q”(p). p final implies 
3sf:’ sf final state s.t. p starts in sA and ends in sf, whence 3A,, E Fin,f: w E LsAIsr( A) = 
L.Q,,,(A)Lef(A,,) CLef(Aq) = W- 
If p is not final, then, by Definition 5.1 and Corollary 5.2, Subautomaton 
A, = (Sw( p), 2, E”(p), $, a’, t), and a suffix p’ of p must have an ‘edge-fair 
behavior’ in A,. Hence, w E L,,,,(A) Left A,) for some A, E Finef. 
(2): Obvious. 
(ii), (iii), (iv): Analogously to (i). q 
The basic result of this section is that for a given automaton A the set of all ef- 
(if-)wnrds has a representation as an o-regular expression. Thus we can embed the 
theory of edge- and letter-fairness in the quite reasonably understood theory of 
o-regularity. All transformations made to get this o-regular representation are 
constructive. As the equivalence problem is decidable for w-automata, it is decidable 
whether two automata generate the same edge- or letter-fair language. 
. Let A be a jinal automaton. Then Lef( A) E Rat:. 
Let E={e,,..., e,,} and p(e) = (Oe, e”). It is easy to see from the definition 
e-fairness that a path p is edge-fair within a final automaton A iff every edge 
of A occurs infinitely often in p. Thus we have 
,(A)@(e,)L,r;l,~l, (4@“(4.. . L,L,;_,~~~,,(A)~“(e,)L,~,,,(A))“. 2 0 
For every automaton A there exist an automaton B such that L”(A) = 
an automaton. Construct B as follows: Trans- 
bautomaton of A to an edge-final subautomaton 
initial state of a letter-final subautomaton in A 
g of exactjly t is letter-final sub- 
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As an example look at the transformation from Fig. 6 to Fig. 7. Thus, we define 
for Fin,,(A) = {A’, . . . , A”} and Aj = (s’, 2, Ej, &, Pi si,,), B:= (S’, Z; E’, t_c’, @‘, sB) 
s.t. 
SB = SA; @’ canonical; 
S’=Sw{+ESi,j=l,...,n}; 
E’=Eu{e’IeEEj,j=l,..., n}u{dlj=l,..., n}; 
$(e)=p(e) for eE E; 
$( e’) = (2, tj) where pj( e)( s, t); 
p’(q) = (Sij, sj,), j = 1,. . . , n. 
Now let w E Llf(A). If w E X*, then also w E L”(B). Thus suppose w E 2”. Then, 
3p: p If-path s.t. w = 
5.3). Because Ej= 
G”(p). Hence, 3Aj E Fin,,(A): w E L,,ls,jL’f(Aj) (by Lemma 
E”(p), w E LsAvsi,Lef( A”) holds, where A” is the representation 
of Aj as a final subautomaton in B.’ Hence, w E Lef( B) (as A” is final in B and by 
Lemma 5.3) and thus, Llf(A) c Lef( B). 
Let w E Lef( B). Then, 3a final subautomaton A’ of B s.t. w E L,,,,,,Lef(A’), which 
implies w E L,,,,,, Llf(A’) (as every final subautomaton is also letter-final). Hence, 
w E Llf(A) (as A’E Fin&A)) and thus, Lef( B) c Ltf(A). Cl 
a 
> 
> 
a 
C 
b 
b 
Fig. 6. 
b 
b 
Fig. 7. 
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Tht reader may try to find a possible, more involved transformation that requires 
no additional E-edges. 
Applying the results of Biichi, Muller and Park [5, I?, 181 the following theorem 
holds. 
For every automaton A there exist automata B1, B2, B3 and sets F, , 
.i& such that 
(i) Le’( A) = L”( B1, F,), 
(iij Llf(A)= L”(B,, F2), 
(iii) L”(A) = Lef( B3). 
The proof of Lemma 6.2 becomes constructive if we are able to present a procedure 
which finds all elements of FinIdA). This procedure is based on the following 
resent, Future) for letter-fairness. 
Let A = (S, 2, E, p, @, sA) be an automaton. For so E S the If-PPF-tree 
‘T= (h!, R) s.t. 
N c_ 2x x S x 2r is the set of nodes, and 
R c N x E x N is the set of E-labeled arcs. 
The root is (p), so, 0) and (M, s, N) +e (M’, s’, N’) iff p(e) = (s, s’) and M’= M v 
1 We)) and 
N’=(Nu{@(e’)l3: p(e’)=(s, t)})-M’. 
le. An example is shown in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b), where, in Fig 8(b), is depicted 
the PPF-tree for sA in Fig. 8(a) (identify edges with their names). 
8 6.5 Let A= (S, 2, E, pi, 0, SJ be an automaton. Then B =(S’J, E’, 
p’, W, t) E Finlf( A) iff 
(i) 39: q path in the If-PPF-tree oft, lqi< 00, G”(p) f: h s.t. 
(0, t, 0) +9 (M, t, 0) for some M E S 
and S’= S”(q”), E’= E”(g”), k’= p/B, a’= @,B or 
(ii) B consists of a single sink szate. 
a b 
Fig. 8(a). 
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/ a 
(M 3, (61) 
a 
/ 1 6 a P 
(ia, 4,3,{6)) ((a, 6,4,2,0) 
(ia, kc), 1,0) 
Fig. 8(b). 
Proof. Let B E Fin,,(A) (case (ii) is obvious). Then, 3~: p If-path in A with IpI= o 
and S’= S”(& and E’= E”(p) and w = Q“(p). 
Let t~S”(p). Then, 3qc E*: q is a infix of p; t+“t and VeE E; eeq (which 
implies, S’= S”(qo j and E’= E”(q”)). 
Assume (fd, t, 0) +9 (M, t, IV) and N #@I Then, 3eG E 3q’, 4% E’*: q = q’q”, 
t +9’ t’ 39” t, t’ _+c and a(e)@ Q(q). Hence, 3% S”(p): e is an edge from t, but 
G(e) OCCUI’S not infinitely often in G(p) (as q consists of all edges of E’). Hence, 
p is not letter-fair (which is a contradiction) and thus, N = (b which implies (1). 
For the second inclusion, consider the infinite path p := q? This path defines a 
subautomaton B = (S”(p), 2, E”(p), CL’, W, t) and, with the same argument as 
above, it follows from the PPF-tree of t that p is a letter-fair path in A. Thus, 
B E Fin,,(A). Cl 
Every path like the one in Lemma 6.5(i) in such a PPF-tree defines a letter-final 
subautcmaton. Thus we can find all (nontriviai) elements of FinIf by constructing 
the PPF-trees for al1 states s E S. With a pumping-lemma Sike argument, it is sufhcient 
to consider only finite trees given by a simple DFS algorithm from an inquired 
automaton A. 
The proof of Theorem 6.3 is thus constructive. For (i) we apply Lemma 6.1. It 
thus remains to find all final subautomata. Therefore, we only have to 
connected subgra hs of a given gra 
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done in linear time. As a consequence, the theory of edge-fairness can be trivially 
embedded in linear time into the quite reasonably understood theory of o-regularity. 
For (ii) and (iii) we have to find all elements of ;Fin,XA), which can be done with 
the PPF-trees. Unfortunately, this procedure requires exponential time s.t. we still 
can embed the theory of letter-fairness into the theotv of o-regularity-but with an 
exponential transformation. 
ath- and word-fairness 
Word- and path-fairness have been introduced via automata. Another approach 
follows Kleene’s regular expressions. 
efinition 7.1. Let M be a language with M # M*. Then MPf := M, Mwf := M with 
{h}P’= {A}wf ={A}. 
Let M be a language with {h) # M = M*. Then, 
(i) MWr:= {wEadh(M))VuE M: US ir: 
(ii) Afpf := {WC M”13(Wi)iF_Ld. Vi: (Wi< Wi+l and wiE(M-{A})‘) atld W= 
lim i-a Wi and VU E M 3k, 1 ENI wk = w~u}. 
Corollary 7.2. Let M be a language with M = M”, w E MPf, w = limi_,* Wi as in 
Lxfinition 7S(ii) and u E M. 
(i) vj E N ali, ki: Wki = WliUi. 
(ii) Wk Vi 3r, 1, m: m > k and w,,, = w,u”. 
(ii!) Mpf={ w E 2” (a( Wi)iEN: W = hli+co Wi and VU E M Y’k, 1: Wk = W,U}. 
roof. 0 a): Obvious. 
(ii): Proof by contradiction. 
(iii): A consequence of (ii) by renaming the wi-sequence. III 
efinition 7-3. Rat=, the set of all languages defined through a regular expression 
over 2, is defined as usual: 
(i)OERat=, Vad: aERatr; 
(ii) Vx,y~ Rat=: (x+y), (xy), X*E Ratr. 
Rat: for O E {pf, wf} is defined analogously: 
(i) Ratr c Rat:; 
(ii) Vy, z E Rat: VX E Rat=: (y+ z), (my), xn E Rat;. 
Note that Rat: are classes of m-languages for OE {pf, wf}. As Rat: will consist 
of o-languages it only needs a slightly different definition: 
kc, y E Rat,: xy” E Rat;, VX, y E Rat:: (x+y) E Rat:. 
We define an interpretation Z as a mapping from expressions onto languages as 
1 :i, j i,?, L. 1: 
W! =(d, Z(a) - {al, Z(x+y) = Z(x) u Z(y), Iby) = WW), 
P(P) = (Z(x))“, Z(x”) = ( (x))“, P(xPf) = (I(x))P’, Z(x”‘) = ( z(x))wf. 
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We thus identify an expression with a language and say that M is a Rat:-language 
or A4 E Rat; for OE {w, pf, wf} iff there exists an expression x E Rat: with M = I(x). 
ma 7.4. (i) For every jinal automaton A := (S, 2, E, p, @, sA) it holds that 
LPf(A) = (L.~&,(A))pf* 
(ii) For every final automaton A:= (S, 2, E, p, @, sA) it holds that 
Lwf(A) = h((Lf,,,(A))“? 
where L&sA = (w I3p: p path from s, s.t. w = G(p)) (this is a language over &) and 
h :25:+ C” is defined by h(E) = h and h = id otherwise. 
Proof. (i) (-c): w E Lpf( A) implies w E Y, as there exists no final path p in A. 
Let p E E * be a path-fair path in A with G”(p) = w. Because sA E S“‘(p) and as 
there exists an edge e s.t. @(e) # E, there exists an infinite sequence of paths (pi) ieN 
with p = p’p2 . . . s.t. both pi is a path from SA to SA and vi: @(pi) E L,,,(A) -{A}, 
and pi is in a certain sense ‘minimal’ which means: 
Now, 
Let u 
VP;,, p;,, paths from S, t0 SA S.t. @(pi,) Z E* # fl( pi*): pi f P;lP;2* 
define p; I= = p’p2 . . . pi, Wi := @“(pi). It remains to show that 
k!uE L,,,(A): 3k, 1’ZN: wk = ~$4. 
E LsA ,(d). There exists a path q from SA to SA s.t. u = G”(q) and q must 9 
be a subpath of p as p is pf! Thus, there exist k, 1 E N with pk = p,q’qq”, as all p’ 
have been chosen minimal, with q’, q’k E’ and I, @(q”) E E*. Thus wk = 
a”( pk) = @h(p,q’qtf) = w/u. 
(3: w E (&_&j (A))“‘. Hence, ViEN3wiEZ*: wiE(L,,,,,(A)-{I})’ and W= 
lim;,, Wi- SOV~EN ~~‘E(L,,,,,(A)-{X}): WREN: wi= w’. . - w’andthus,Vj~fV 3p’ 
a nonempty path from sA to SA: @( #) = w’. 
NOW, define Vi E N: pi := p’. . . pi and p := limi_icc p;. Obviously, G”(p) = IV. 
It remains to prove that p is path-fair or that there exists a path-fair path 
p’ s.t. a”(p) = w. 
Let s E Sw( p) and q be a finite path starting in s. Because A is final, there exist 
paths q’, q” s.t. q’ starts in SA and ends in s, and q” starts in s and ends in SA. Thus, 
4 := q’qq” k 8 path from sA to sA with u := GA(q) E L,,,,,(A). 
Therefore, consider the countable set 
P = (q 1 q finite path from s.~ to &) =: {ql ? q2, . . .) 
and define U; := @“(q;). There exists a sequence (r;, ki, li) E N” s.t. wk, = w~,u'~ and 
Zi P ki_1 (by Corollary 7.2 if u; # h and obviously if u; = h). 
Now let 
where pf_, is determined by @“(pi_ 1pi-l) = IV;,. Then p := lim;-+,- p; ZS a well- 
infinite path with G”(p) = w and from the choice of 4; it follows that p is path-fair. 
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(ii) (2): w E (L&JA))“’ whence w E Pref( L,‘,,,(A)) = Pref( LEA,,,(A)*). TINS 
implies Vi E kI 3 wi E Pref( L&,,(A)*): w = limi+ao Wi and thus3 i E I+J 3pi paths in 
A: wi = @(pi) and pi <pi+* l 
For p := limi+oo pi it holds that G(p) = W. We have to show that p is word-fair: 
Let s E .!Y( p), q be a finite path starting in s, p. be a path from s, to s with p. < p. 
IIen u:= @( pOq j E Pref( LiA,sA (A j* j and hence, 3~‘: uu’ E LzA,,,(A) which implies 
UU’G w*@(q)E uu’c Q(p). 
(c): w E Lwf(A) whence 3p word-fair path: w = G”(p). Let I;i, := a(p); thus, 
w=h(ti~). Let PiCPs.t.P=iimi+~pi and $i:= @(pf)~Pref(Lz~,,(A)), i3= 
limi+oc *i* 
r 
We have to prove 
LetuELE_ sA ,,(A); p infinite implies So(p) # 8, whence Vs E S*(p) 3q path from s 
to s& Let qU be a path Starting from sA S.t. @(qU) = u. Then, qqU k a path in A 
starting from s E S”(p) and thus, @(qqU) s ti (as p is word-fair) and so u E 9. Cl 
With this lemma and Lemma 5.3 one proves a canonical representation for fair 
languages. 
7.5 (Algebraical Normal-form Theorem). Fsr every automaton A there exist 
finite sets I, J c N, automata Bi, B,!, final subautomata Ci and Dj s. t. 
(9 Lpf(A) =Cie, L(Bi)(L~~;,,(Ci))pf+ L(&); 
(ii) Lwf(A) = h(zj,, L(Bj)(LZ~,,S,(.(Dj))wf+ L(W)= 
, 
This immediately implies our main result. 
7.6 (Main Theorem) 
(i) Recgf = Ratsf. 
(ii) Recgf = h(RatgF). 
ii should be noted that we have not stated an algebraical counterpart “Ratif” 
and “Rat:“. In fact we do not have such a definition. 
We would also like to mention that 
Ratgf = Reclf 
holds. However, this proof is more involved and requires some techniques that will 
be presented in a second paper. 
gf and C” E RecFf for 121~ 1. 
are not closed under complement, substitution and inverse 
under homomorphism. 
t:’ is closed under h-,free homomor@rism. 
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oaf. (i) (Sketch of proof): Assume Co E Recpf x. Then, there exists an automaton 
s.t. Lpf(A) = 2”. Hence, lFinpf(A)I = w. The details are left to the reader. The same 
argument leads to a proof for C” e RecE’. 
(ii): Assume Reczf is closed under complement. (xf E {pf, wf}). As C* E Recgf, 
consider the complement of C* within COD. But C” is no element of either Recgf 
or RecIf. 
Assume Recz’is closed under substitution. Consider the special substitution a + C. 
s au E Recif, it follows that C” E Recgfe 
Assume Recif is closed under inverse homomorphism. Consider h : C + C: x + a 
Vx E C. Then, h-‘(a”) = 2” E Recxf . Here substitution and homomorphism are the 
canonical extensions to Co. 
(iii): Let M E Re&r, j’: Z’* + r* be a homomorphism defined by f(a) = w, E I’* 
Va E 2. Let M = Lti?‘(‘A). ReyJace every sdge li;3ei& >y ti if: fi :_l;r a p& cf’ Icngth 
Iwai labeled with w, for lwai> 0. If lwal = 0, replz,e this edge by an edge labeled 
with E. Let A’ denote this new automaton. Thus, f(M) = Lpf(A’) obviously holds 
as every pf path p in A that uses some edge e now has to use a corresponding path 
qe in A’ where @(qe) = Q”(e). 
(iv): For word-fairness a further argument is needed in addition to the one in 
(iii). Let M ef(LWf(A)), f: C* + r* be a homomorphism defined by f( a) = w, E r’ 
VaEC and let m:=max,EElw,l. We use a coding c:r*+rz s.t. h(c(w))=h(w) 
(for h, see Lemma 7.4) VW E r* and s.t. c of :C*+ rf is a mapping s.t. c(f(a)) = 
em++IWJ W 
By Thelrem 7.5 we may assume that A is word-final (the general case is similar). 
Again, replace every edge labeled with a in A by a path q labeled with L’ of(a) to 
receive A’. Thus, A’ is also word-final and every wf path p in A correspontls to a 
wf path ,p’ in A’ with f(@“( p)). Thus, f(M) = h( Lwf(A’)). Cl 
As we will prove Recgf= RecFf in a second paper, we will then have proofs for 
some more closure properties. 
We now turn our interest to some algebraical properties of path- and word-fair 
languages. 
Lemma 7.8. Let M and N be *-languages over C with M = M” and N = N*. 
(i) MPf = MMpf = M*MPf. 
(ii) Mpf~ Np%M” c N”. 
(iii) M G N+ Mpfs Npf; M” z N“‘e MPf E Npf. 
(iv) Mpf~ Npf+M s Pref( N). 
(v) Pref(M)==Pref(N)=+MPfn Npf#O. 
(i): This is obvious because of Corollary 7.2. 
= (a + bj*, _I’+:; = (a*b)*; hen 
= (a + b)? Hence, c N and M”c N”, but 
as w E NPf implies & E w. 
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(iv): Wu E M 3w E Mpf: u < w. Then, 
Mpfc NPf * w E Npf + 3(Wi)ieNWi E (N -{A})’ and w =limi+W w,. 
Hence, 3k: u < wk and thus, u E Pref( N*) = Pref( N). 
(v): Construct w E Mpfn NPf as follows: Let (Xi)i,:q be an enumeration of M* 
and (yi)iEN an enumeration of N*, and M* = M C_ Pref( M) = Pref( N). Then, 
WUEM~VEN: u(:v. 
Set w’ := u, w2 := x1 E M, G1 := 23, 1,32:== y, E N. Let w ‘, . . . , w2* E M and $I9 . . . , i#” 
be defined inductively s.t. 
W’ . . . w2n < iQ1 . . .I+“” E N* = N c Pref( N) = Pref( M) 
where the wi and i3’ are defined as follows: 
3u~M: %+...@2nog’...w2nu, . -..-._ 
3v~ N: w’ . . . w2”u~,+, < KJ’ . . . G2”v. 
Set w2n+1 := u, w2(“+‘):= x,,+, E M and #“+’ := q $ij2(“+‘):= yn+* E f+J. Now, &fine 
wi:=w’..,w’ and ~i:=~l...~‘~ 
then it obviously holds that 
lim Wi = lim r3i, lim wi E Mpf, lim E$ E Npf, CII 
i-w02 i+aO i-900 i-raw 
“Lemma 7.9. Let M and N be *-languages over C with M = M *s N = N*. 
(i) ME N+Mwfs NW’ and M” c_ N”a Mwcs N”‘. 
(ii) &-Iwf= Nwfeadh( M) = adh(N)@Pref( M j = Pref( N). 
If M and N are also regular it holds 
(iii) Mwf n NW’ # @+Suf( Mwf) = Suf( NWf)H Inf( M) = Inf( N) where Suf( L) = 
(w~3~~2”:uw~L)isthesetofsuJixesofLand Inf(L)-{w~3u,v~~*:uv~~~L) 
is the set of infixes of L. 
roof. (i): Use the same example as for part (iii) in the previous lemma. 
(ii): Suppose MWf= A’“’ and let w E adh( M) = adh( M”). 3( wi)ieN: wi E 
Pref( M*), w = limidm wi. Then Mi E N 3ui E C”: Wiui E M”‘= Nwf which implies Vi E 
N: Wi E Pref( N”). Hence, limi,, wi E adh( N) and thus, adh( M) c adh( N) and, by 
and let w E Pref( M). Then, 3u E C”: wu E adh( M) = 
). By symmetry again, it holds that Pref( M) = Pref( N). 
j= Pref(N) and let WE Mwf. Then, 3(wi)i,,ViElV Wi E 
: ue: w. Let vE NePref(N)=Pref( 
*vv’C w*wE NW’ as w E adh(N). And again by sym- 
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(iii): Suppose u E wfr.Nwfandletw&Gu w’). Then, u = limi_,a, Ui = limi_,W, ai 
iii E (N-(h))‘. 3v E “‘, VW = limi+co vwi and 
32,: VWiZiE M + Wi~ltJ: VWiZiC M ( s u is word-fair) 
3WiEN3jEN: VWiG 
*WiEN3ZiEZ1*: VWiE=, 
where ,Pref( N) := {x 1 zx E Pref( N)}. As N is r, it follows that Pref(N) and 
Zi Pref( N) are regular and D( Pref( N)) := {Z, Pr Zi E 2*} is finite. 
*3k E IV: D(Pref( N)) = {,Pref( N), . . , XLPref( N)} 
*3(iv)oEN: tlV: VWi, E x ref( N) for some x E {x0,. . . , xk}: 
w = lim,,, wj, 
qxvw E adh( N). 
Let y E N; then y c U. 
u = lim Gi, iii E Pref( N) + 3ic: y E &,,. 
i+cO 
U =f\E Ui, UiE Pref(M) + 3j,: yz Ujom 
Hence,3zEM:yEzcvwEM wf from which it follows that y c .AYW Eadh( N). Thus 
xvw E NW’. Hence, xvw E NW’ and w E Suf( NWf). Thus Suf( MWf) cz Suf( NWf). Again, 
by symmetry, Suf( NWf) = Suf( Mwf). 
Now, suppose Suf(M”‘) = Suf( NW’) and w E Inf( M). Yhen, 32~ 2*, y E 
2”: zwy E M”f implying wy c Suf( Mwi) = Su wf), ZW_Y = limbm ‘wyi, zw_Yi E 
Pref( M) and ZWY = limi+W zwyi, zwyi E Pref( N). us, w E Inf( N) and, by symmetry, 
Inf( M) = Inf( N). 
At last, suppose Inf( M) = Inf( N) and let w E ( Mwf). Then, 3x E C*: xw E Mwf 
implying Xw = limi,, XWi and XWi E Pref( M) G M) = Inf( N). Hence, 
ViERJ3ziEZ’*: ziXwiEPref(N) 
and 
YiEkJ3ziEZ”: xwiE,,Pref(N) 
As before, we find an infinite sequence ( iv)r,tN and some z E C* s.t. 
Vu E N: xwi,, E ,Pref( N) and lim zx 
v -P cc 
Hence, zxw E adh( N) as before. 
C*: uyv E M implying 
). Then, 34 VE 
aayvcw * yew * YEZXW * ZXWE wf * WESUf( 
and therefore, Suf( 
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Lemma 7.10. Let M, N and R be regular languages over C with M = M*, N = N* 
and R = R*. 
(i) Inf( M) = Inf( N)+ MWfn Nwf # 0. 
(ii) Mwf= Nwfu Rwf and .?VwffQ)# Rwf+Inf(M)=Inf(N)=Inf(R). 
Proof. (i): Consider the languages M = (ab)” and N = (ba)*. We have Mwf I1 .Nwf =
0, but Inf( M) = Inf( N). 
(ii): MWf= Nwfu Rwf implies MWf n Nwf # 0 and M’% ?VWf # 0. Now, apply the 
previous lemma. Cl 
These results are a hint that these fair languages are quite sparse within the 
topology of o-languages. By Lemma 6.8(ii) we have a decision procedure for 
M wf = Nwf for regular *-languages M and N. However, this does not solve the 
fair-language equivalence problem. 
8. Biiichi- and Muller-automata 
There may rise some -i=riticism why we studied fairness for a new ‘exotic’ type of 
automaton instead of for st?rldard automata ior o-languages like Muller- or Biichi- 
automata. However, all these approaches coincide in many important cases, as final 
states are not required for fairness. 
Definition 8.1. A Biichi-automaton A is a 2-tuple A = (A’, F), where A’ is an 
automaton and F c_ SAe is a set of final states. 
A Muller-automaton A is a 2-tuple A = (A’, r), where A’ is dn autcmaton and 
r c 2% 
A path p is called Biichi-accepting (Muller-accepting) if! it is final or Y(p) n F # 0 
(S”(p) E r). 
With this preliminary definition we can easily define the fair lsnguages of Biichi- 
and Muller-automata. 
efinition 8.2. Let A be a Biichi-automaton. The x-fair language of A for every 
fairness notion x is defined as 
LB-“‘(A) :== {w E EmI 3path p: w = G”(p) and p is Biichi-accepting and x-fair}. 
Analogously, the xf language of a Muller-automaton A can be defined as 
LMexf(A) := {w E C” I3path p: w = a”(p) and p is Muller-accepting and x-fair}. 
Thereby the classes RecFmxf and Recymxf of x-fair languages accepted by Biichi 
and Muller-automata are defined. Also one easily defines the classes Recyi_?;ZL of 
languages defined by various automata without E-edges. For technical reasons we 
add all languages of the type M = M’u {h} where M’E Rec$_Bf;zz to these classes, 
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as the empty word cannot be accepted in addition to a nonempty set without &-edges 
and final states. 
Note that Rec&!6e coincides with the class of strongly 3-accepted languages of 
RoGer and Yen [23]. Note also that classical Biichi- and Muller-automata operate 
without e-edges. These cases are handled now too. We will prove in :he following 
that no final states or e-edges are required in a theory of path-fairness. This is an 
important difference to the theory of w-regulririty as it is well-known that, e.g., the 
language (ub*)” cannot be recognized without final states. Thus, the difficulties 
arising in a proof of the Main Theorem for Biichi- and Muller-automata can be 
avoided in a theory of fairness. 
Lemma 8.3. For xf E {pf, ef} it holds that 
(i) RecF”‘_. r Recc anti Recr M-xf c Recif; 
(ii) Re&E_\,,, c Rec&f,,e and Rec$‘,‘Iire, c Rec&fre,. 
Proof. Let 1w = L B/M-xf(A) foi a Biichi-automaton A = (A’, F) (Muller-automaton 
A = (A’, r) respectively). From Lemma 5.3 we get L”‘(A’) = CiE , L( Bi) Lxf( Cj) for 
a finite set I. 
Let D := { Ci i i E I and SCi n F # 0) (D := { Ci 1 i E I and SCi E r) respectively). NOW, 
delete all final subautomata not in D and all states that cannot be prolonged into 
some subautomaton in D. Let B be the resulting automaton. It obviously holds that 
Lxf( B) = LB-“‘(A) ( = LMmxf( A) respectively). 
If A contains no E-edges, the same holds 
Lemma 8.4. For xf E {pf, ef} it holds that 
(i) 
( ) ii 
Prooi (i): Let A be an automaton. Define 
for B. Cl 
FA:= u SA,. 
A,E Fin,f(A) 
Then B := (A, FA) is a Biichi-automaton with LBexf( B) = Lxf( A). If A is e-free, then 
so is B. 
(ii): Very similarly to (i): define f- :- {SA, 1 A, E Fin,XA)} and B := (A, r). Again, 
LMmxf( B) = Lxf(A) and B is c-free if A has this property. Q 
Lemma 8.5. Recgf = Recgre_free. 
Proof. Eliminate the E-edges by applying the algorithm of Albert and Ottmann [2, 
Theorem 1.111. The last step is omitted, as we have no final states here. Additionally, 
if there is an edge from a state s to Q sink state with label E, this edge is replaced 
by new edges to this sink state. For every edge e leading to s, a new edge with the 
same label leading to the sink state is introduced. It is easily seen that this procedure 
will not change the path-fair languages. q 
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nis algorithm cannot be applied to the other fairness notions. A similar lemma 
does hold for edge-fairness, but the proof is much more involved and is not presented 
here. 
Sum 8.6. For xf E (ef, pf} it hofds that 
Recgf = Recx,fE_fre, = RecFmxf = Re&$&., = Recymxf = Recy;-?:rC,. 
These relations do not hold for letter- or word-fairness in Biichi- or Mulier- 
automata in this simple form. These connections will be treated in a second paper. 
9, Discussion 
Although the notion of fairness is inherently nonconstructive, such a straight- 
forward approach via c!assical theories leads to smooth and somewhat surprising 
resuitb. We have presented our first results here. Work is still in progress. More 
results involve possible hierarchies between edge- and path-fairness and letter- and 
word-fairness, a deeper connection between edge-fairness and o-regularity an8 
decision algorithms, and will be presented in a second paper. 
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